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Abstrat

This paper reexamines the Barro growth model in a ontext of in-

dividual preferenes with onsumption externality. Agents are about

both onsumption and soial status, whih is determined by their rela-

tive onsumption in soiety. The results underline the individuals' pref-

erenes for status as a key role in explaining long term growth and

welfare. In partiular, a higher growth rate may orrespond to a lower

soial welfare if inrement in growth is explained by status-seeking a-

ompanied by the keeping up with the Joneses. Furthermore, we disuss

two publi �naning systems from the viewpoint of growth and welfare.

If lump-sum tax always implies a higher growth rate, inome tax may

perform better in terms of welfare when government size beomes su�-

iently large.

Keywords: Inome tax, lump-sum tax, keeping up with the Joneses,

publi spending, running away from the Joneses, status-seeking.

JEL Classi�ation: D90; H20; H54; O41

1 Introdution

The role of the publi setor as a determinant of eonomi growth in the long

term was stressed in the seminal paper of Barro (1990). Publi spending is



�naned by inome tax or lump-sum tax and onsidered as an input in the

prodution proess. Unlike the Ramsey model and the simple AK model,

eonomi growth is not Pareto optimal in the Barro model beause of pub-

li spending externality. The question of government expenditures, eonomi

growth and welfare always arouse muh interest in eonomi debates. Certain

studies fous on endogenous poliies (Glomm and Ravikumar, 1994, Pham,

2005), others on publi �naning rules, or welfare-maximizing versus growth-

maximizing government size (Lau, 1995, Marrero and Novales, 2005). For

instane, Glomm and Ravikumar (1994) showed that the government size ho-

sen via a majority vote is lower than the growth-maximizing government size.

A more reent analysis by Marrero and Novales (2005) inluded a wasteful

and unprodutive omponent of publi expenditures in the Barro model. The

authors showed that the presene of a signi�ant level of wasteful publi ex-

penditure is a su�ient ondition for inome tax to lead to a higher growth

and welfare than whih are obtained under lump-sum tax.

The goal of this paper is to reonsider the impliations of government ex-

penditures and their �naning rules for growth and welfare in the ontext

of interdependent preferenes. It should be noted that the relative stand-

ing hypothesis has reently been the objet of a great deal of interest in the

growth literature. For instane, Corneo and Jeanne (2001) showed that in the

Solow growth model, status-seeking may be an engine of eonomi growth if

the marginal status utility of relative wealth is su�iently important. Never-

theless, using the Ramsey model without tehnial progress, Rausher (1997)

stressed that the quest for soial status only a�ets transitional dynamis.

Sine onsumption externality leads to sub-optimality, orretive tax programs

are also the researh question in several papers (Fisher and Hof, 2000, Wend-

ner 2003, 2010, Goméz, 2006, et.). Typial �ndings underline the neessity of

a onstant apital subsidy and/or onsumption tax rate whih inreases or de-

reases over time. Liu and Turnovsky (2005), Turnovsky and Monteiro (2007)

onsidered both the e�ets of onsumption and prodution externalities on the

eonomi performane and haraterized the optimal taxation to orret the

distortions in the ontext of inelasti or elasti labor.

In line with these analyses of relative standing e�ets on eonomi growth,

our study emphasizes the role of the demand side. Indeed, in investigating

eonomi growth as well as its determinants, eonomists usually onsider in-

dependent preferenes de�ned by an absolute individual utility whih solely

depends on individual onsumption or wealth. However, several empirial
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works suh as MBride (2001), Frijters et al. (2004), Luttmer (2005), Ferrer-

i-Carbonell (2005) and Clark et al. (2008) shed light on the phenomenon of

relative utility. In a disussion about welfare eonomis, Ng (2003) underlined

the importane of relative standing suh as relative inome or relative on-

sumption, as well as its e�ets on eonomi analysis. It should be noted that

this idea of relative utility is already present in Adam Smith's Theory of Moral

Sentiments. Aording to Adam Smith, an individual amasses wealth not only

to satisfy her basi material needs, but also to improve her relative position

in soiety. This behavior is motivated by the quest for soial status, whih

brings about soial esteem, respet, admiration, et. Following these lines of

reasoning, Duesenberry (1949) stressed that there is an imitation-e�et in the

onsumption of individuals who belong to the same soial ategories.

Our paper assumes that a desire for soial status leads individuals to are

about their onsumption relative to a referene level. Individuals feel jealous

when observing a higher referene level of onsumption. This status-seeking

may be aompanied by a desire to keep up with or run away from the Joneses.

Publi spending as an input in the prodution proess is �naned by inome

tax or lump-sum tax. Fousing on growth and welfare, the purposes of this

paper are thus twofold: i) to ompare two publi �naning systems (inome

tax and lump-sum tax) from the viewpoint of growth and welfare, ii) to disuss

the impat of status-seeking aompanied by the desire to keep up with or run

away from the Joneses on growth and welfare.

The main results an be summarized as follows. First, when omparing the

two publi �naning systems, we observe that if lump-sum tax always implies

a higher growth rate, inome tax may perform better in terms of welfare when

government size is above a ertain threshold.

1

The latter depends on di�erent

fators from supply side as well as from individual preferenes. Seond, the

results underline the individuals' preferenes for status as a key role in explain-

ing long terme growth and welfare. In partiular, when individuals keep up

with the Joneses, the two growth rates under inome tax and lump-sum tax

are inreasing with status motive. However, inreased eonomi growth may

orrespond to a lower soial welfare. Then, the soial omparison aompa-

nied by the desire to keep up with the Joneses may improve eonomi growth,

without neessarily making people happier.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 haraterizes

an endogenous growth model with status-seeking. In Setion 3, we analyze the



deentralized eonomy under inome tax and lump-sum tax �naning publi

apital, as well as the omparison between two publi �naning systems on the

basis of growth and welfare. Setion 4 fouses on the e�ets of status onerns

on eonomi growth and welfare. Setion 5 onludes.

2 A model with status-seeking

Let us assume that the eonomy onsists of numerous in�nitely-lived idential

individuals. The population size is onstant over time and normalized to unity.

Labor is exogenous and inelasti. The individual's intertemporal utility is:

∫

∞

0

U (c, c̄) e−ρtdt (1)

where ρ is the onstant rate of time preferene, c denotes individual onsump-

tion and c̄ is the average onsumption level. We assume that U (c, c̄) is twie

di�erentiable, inreasing and onave in c. Individuals may feel either admir-

ing (Uc̄ > 0 ) or jealous (Uc̄ < 0) when observing a higher level of c̄ (Dupor and

Liu, 2003). The jealousy is identi�ed under the assumption that individuals

have a preferene for soial status (Corneo and Jeanne, 1997, 2001, Brekke and

Howarth, 2002, Long and Shimomura 2004, Pham, 2005). It is also identi�ed

in empirial �ndings whih onern the relative utility (Frijters et al. 2004,

Ferrer-i-Carbonell, 2005 and Clark et al. 2008). In this ase, we an write the

individual utility as U
(

c, c



runs away from) the Joneses if the average onsumption level exerts a positive

(or negative, respetively) e�et on the marginal utility of his own onsump-

tion. This orresponds to σ < 1 or σ > 1. For σ = 1, the average onsumption

level has no e�et on the marginal utility of individual onsumption as the

utility funtion beomes ln
(

c



if publi spending is �naned by lump-sum tax T . Parameter δ, δ ∈ [0, 1], is

the depreiation rate of apital.

The budget onstraint of the publi setor is balaned at eah period, i.e.

in the inome tax ase,

G = τy (7)

and in the lump-sum tax ase,

G = T. (8)

Notie that the ratio of publi spending to inome G/y = τ is positive and

represents the government size.

There are two types of externalities in this eonomy. The �rst one is linked

to publi spending. Individuals alulate their private marginal produt of ap-

ital onsidering publi spending as a given. As individual investment inreases

private apital and then prodution, it leads to an inrease in publi spending

if the government maintains a balaned budget (onstant G/y). The seond

externality is linked to individual desire for soial status aompanied by KUJ

(or RAJ). An inrease in individual onsumption raises the average level of

onsumption and so diminishes the relative onsumption of others. Addition-

ally, an inrease in the average level of onsumption a�ets the individual's

marginal utility of his own onsumption.

3 Growth in a deentralized eonomy

3.1 Growth rate with inome tax

Let us onsider the deentralized eonomy where individuals neglet exter-

nalities. In the ase of inome tax �naning publi apital, the individual

produer-onsumer hooses onsumption and private apital to maximize in-

tertemporal utility funtion (1) subjet to apital aumulation equation (5),

given publi spending G and average level of onsumption c̄. The representa-

tive individual's optimization program is as follows:

max
(c,k)

∫

∞

0

[

(

c



The growth rate of the deentralized eonomy, noted as γe
, is

γe(τ) =
σ



it an be rewritten as:

lim
t→∞

e−ρt c
(1−s)(1− 1



of apital, nor does it a�et apital aumulation. It an immediately redue

onsumption. The growth rate under lump-sum tax is then inreasing with

the government size τ .

As in the onventional model, our omparison between inome tax and

lump-sum tax in terms of growth will fous on the possibility for eah kind of

tax to give a deentralized growth rate equal or lose to the optimal growth.

To do so, we need to determine the optimal growth rate by resolving the soial

planner's optimization problem. In a entralized eonomy, the soial planner

diretly hooses quantities of onsumption, private apital and publi spending

to maximize the individual's intertemporal utility while aounting for exter-

nalities. If we onsider a soial planner respeting individual preferenes and

forming her soial objetive on the basis of the same preferene set as indi-

viduals, this situation means that individuals and soial planner onsider the

same value of s, s ∈ [0, 1), when they make their deisions.

6

In this ase, the optimal growth rate to whih we ompare our deentralized

growth rates would be:

γo =
σ



Proposition 1 Considering a deentralized eonomy where individual prefer-

ene does exhibit the desire for soial status and eonomi growth rate under

inome tax is de�ned by equation (9) while eonomi growth rate under lump-

sum tax is de�ned by equation (18),

(I) The growth rate under lump-sum tax is higher than the growth rate under

inome tax. In partiular, if the government size τ is optimally set (τ =

τ̂), then the growth rate under lump-sum tax may reah the maximum

value of the optimal growth.

(II) However, the soial welfare oresponding to the growth rate under lump-

sum tax is not neessarily higher than the soial welfare orresponding to

the growth rate under inome tax.

Proof 1 (I) When omparing the deentralized growth rate under inome

tax γe
(equation (9)), with the deentralized growth rate under lump-sum

tax γT
(equation (18)), we observe that the �rst one is lower than the

seond one due to the �sal distorsion in ase of inome tax.

Furthermore, the maximum value of the optimal growth is reahed when

the government size is optimally set, i.e. τ = τ̂ . For a Cobb-Douglas

prodution, we obtain τ̂ = α. The maximum value of the optimal growth

rate is given by:

γo
max(τ̂ ) =

σ



where ρ − (1 − s)
(

1− 1
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Figure 1: Growth rate and welfare as funtions of government size τ . Parameter

values whih verify transversality ondition (14) and positivity of growth rates are:

α = 0.25, σ = 0.5, ρ = 0.01, δ = 0.05, s = 0.3, A
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a deentralized eonomy, if publi spending is �naned by an inome tax, there

are a �sal distortion, implying a disinentive to invest and a distortion, aused

by publi spending externality. The latter is variable and may be positive or

negative following the value of government size τ whih an be lower or higher

than τ̂ . If government size is τ = G



positive,

Ucc̄
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Figure 2: Growth rate and welfare as funtions of status weight s in ase of keeping

up with the Joneses. Parameter values whih verify transversality ondition (14) and

positivity of growth rates are: τ = 0.4, α = 0.25, σ = 0.5, ρ = 0.01, δ = 0.05, A
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We disuss two publi �naning rules, inome tax and lump-sum tax, from

the viewpoint of growth and welfare. If lump-sum tax always implies a higher

growth rate, inome tax may perform better in terms of welfare than lump-sum

tax. Besides, given individual preferenes for soial status, as in the standard

growth model, a maximisation of growth under inome tax orresponds to a

maximization of soial welfare. However, when onsidering elements from the

supply side as given, a higher growth rate explained by a higher status-seeking

aompanied by the keeping up with the Joneses orresponds to a lower soial

welfare. This inverse relationship between growth and welfare is then explained

by the onsideration of status-seeking and keeping up with the Joneses.
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